
Version 3.96

New Features

 Autoplay Off option for Banner Slider — The  now gives you the option to turn the autoplay function off, so that banners don't Banner Slider Widget
slide until the user wants them to (cycling through images with the Previous / Next buttons).

 New Article Detail page widgets — Four new Article page widgets have been created so that Article List widgets no longer need to be used for the 
Detail page. This allows for updated widget styling (more appropriate to the Article View page), and allows the correct article image to be 
displayed on the detail page (previously it would show the thumbnail image from the article List). New widgets are as follows:

Article Date Widget
Article Image Widget
Article Title Widget
Article Field Widget

 New customisation options for Invoice Reprint — The  has been updated with new options. You can now customise search Invoice Reprint Widget
titles and subtitles, as well as error notifications.

 Third Party Delivery for BPD — Third Party (or Drop Ship) Delivery has been enhanced for BPD, with a new, easy interface for maintaining Drop 
Ship addresses.  to enquire about this functionality for your site.Contact our support team

 Toggle function for Subcategory List widget — A new option has been added to the , allowing the user to expand and Sub Category List Widget
collapse the list of subcategories.

 Toggle function for Tech Specs widget — The  now has the option to give users a toggle. With the toggle Product Technical Specifications Widget
enabled, the content is hidden by default. When the user clicks on the heading, the content expands.

 View Product button widget — A new  is available for use in the Product List. You could use this in place of the Add 'View Product' button widget
To Cart button, in situations where it's preferable to navigate the user to the product detail page prior to purchasing.

 Sliding Filter for Product Features — The ability to display numeric product features as sliding filters is available from version 3.96+ (with 
additional options from version 4.00+). Similar to a price range filter, you can elect to display numeric features in a sliding range interface (for 
example, PSI rating, age range, or flow rate).

Fixes

 IE11 and Multiple Invoice Reprints — Some IE11 users were encountering issues when requesting several invoice reprints at once. The popup 
window was hanging and the request was not being sent. This has now been fixed.

 Converted Quotes in Order History — Some users were experiencing problems with converted Quotes not showing up as sales in the Order 
History screen. This has been resolved.

 Custom Catalogue product description in cart — Users on some versions reported that Custom Catalogue products had no description in the cart, 
instead showing only the product code. This happened when the Custom Catalogue product was deemed 'invalid' because it was not part of the 
Global catalogue. This has now been resolved.

 Styling fixes for Category Menu widget — Base styles for the  have been updated so that subcategories appear correctly. Category Menu widget
The issue with duplicate button text has also been fixed.

 Social icons not displaying — Social icons were, in some cases, not displaying on sites and emails, even though the URL had been saved in the 
widget. This issue has now been fixed.
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